
Welcome Comment 

Morning Year 3 I hope you have had a good weekend and managed to do something 

that makes you happy.  

English Task 

This week we are going to have a space theme in our English activities. I want you to look   

at the following image. What happens next? Use your imagination to write a short 

adventure story. Make sure you use descriptive language and adverbs to help build 

pictures in your readers’ minds! 

 

 
Maths Task  

We are going to have a go at some more problems this week! So today we are staring 

with Magic Squares. 

Magic squares are squares in which each row, column and diagonal add up to the same  

total.         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Online Learning Plan 

year3@suttonpark.worcs.sch.uk 

 

 

 

Foundation Subject Task 

Mrs Digger has set a family Design and Technology challenge for you today.  As we are 

seeing so many rainbows around at the moment, we thought we’d use the symbol of 

hope for our DT family challenge.  

We would like you to have a go at creating your own Rainbow themed food.  You could 

use a rainbow of fruits or vegetables or a selection of coloured treats! 

Email a picture of your creation and your name to your class email address. We will display 

your photographs in our D.T. classroom and some of the best creations will be shared on 

our school website. You MUST include rainbow colours.  

Mrs Digger did it with sweets—how will you do yours? Visit the whole school resources 

page and click on the ‘Thrive and Wellbeingt’ button for more information and a preview 

of Mrs Digger’s example. 

Have fun!!! 
 

Any further guidance 

Miss D and I are looking forward to reading your adventure stories. Keep emailing them to 

the Year 3 email address. Mrs C 😊  
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